
ITINERARY 5  La Verna - Orvieto 164km 

 

We leave the La Verna Convent , with its beauty and  pervasive atmosphere and  go down to  Croce Sarna 

where we start the La Verna-Subiano stage (29kms), at first in the forest, then through well-preserved 

different agricultural areas. We cross the villages of Rosina and Chitignano, known for  ferruginous springs 

and the Ubertini castle, the castle of Valenzano, more villages such as Giuliano ,Subiano and Capolona, two 

villages facing the Arno river.                        

After crossing the river,  let’s go along the river itself (Subiano-

Arezzo stage - 20kms) up to the Parish church in Sietina, which 

is worth a stop, then we cross the river again at Ponte Giovi 

and head towards Arezzo, a city that deserves  our attention 

because of its history , religious and cultural monuments. In 

the evening we move to Rigutino by coach, namely the Parish 

Church of Sassaia, where a fantastic OSPITALERO ( landlord ) 

will give us an unforgettable welcome.                                                                                                                                        

Let’s say good bye to  Giovanni, the landlord,  and head to 

Castiglione Fiorentino (Sassaia-Cortona stage - 28km), then Cortona along  hillside trails, in the midst of 

beautiful olive groves, villas and Etruscan tombs, a view of the Val di Chiana and , below us, the SS71 road, 

the one joining Ravenna to Montefiascone and partly following the route shown by the Monk Alberto di 

Stade.                                                       

Let’s leave Cortona to start the Cortona -Pozzuolo (Castiglione del Lago) stage - 24kms, and go down to the 

the Val di Chiana plain land;we’ll  walk along a high edge that 

allowed pilgrims to pass safely through swamps infested by malaria 

in the past. We pass the Canale Maestro reclamation canal, cross 

the border between two wonderful regions, Tuscany and Umbria, 

then we arrive firstly in Petrignano del Lago, then Gioiella and finally 

to Pozzuolo on the ridge that divides the Lake Trasimeno from the 

Lakes of Montepulciano and Chiusi. We are 8kms away from 

Castiglione del Lago that deserves all of our attention.                                                       

In the Pozzuolo-Paciano stage (17kms), we’ll go on walking along the ridge,  pass near an Etruscan tomb, go 

past Vaiano,  descend into the valley of Moiano,  pass the railway and the drainage canal and climb to 

Paciano, an architectural jewel.                 

Let’s go from Paciano to Citta della Pieve (22kms) along  a path 

completely  merged in beautiful olive groves and  a gorgeous forest on the 

outskirts of the town, known for its saffron production, but even more for 

being the birthplace of Pietro Vannucci, known as Perugino ; you can 

admire the magnificent Adoration of the Magi in the town.    

Let’s leave Città della Pieve to reach Ficulle (22kms), through Fabro. Once 

again we go down to the valley, namely the Chiani valley once a swamp. 

We are on the left edge in a gravel path and mostly in the shade. We cross 

the Santa Maria village, get to Fabro Scalo then the castle of Fabro, 2 kms 

on the right. We climb to Ficulle, a small town along the Roman Via Cassia, lying on a ridge overlooking the 

valley of the Paglia river ; in the distance you can see the cliff where Orvieto  stands.                       

In the Ficulle- Orvieto stage (24kms) we go down quickly to Allerona Scalo, cross the Paglia river and head 

to Orvieto rising in the north-west side, walking along Via Delle Conce, then via Cava: the city of the 

"Corpus Domini" welcomes us with its civil and religious architectural masterpieces ; we’ll take a bit of time 

for a careful visit and to celebrate the Jubilee of Mercy. 


